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Well folks you can make one of these suckers yourself, I’ve done it a time or two and the instructions are all 

over the web - But if your time and cardboard is limited try TheCanOrganizer.comTheCanOrganizer.comTheCanOrganizer.comTheCanOrganizer.com. 

These handy devils are first in first out rotating storage containers for canned goods. 

 

They have three types: 

 The Cupboard Organizer enables you to efficiently store and 

rotate your canned goods. This system makes it easy to move your food storage without the hassle of disassembly. 

Achieve a clean and organized look for your cupboards and pantry. 

The Cupboard Organizer is able to hold cans of multiple sizes:  

6 Pie filling 

8 Vegetable  

9 Soup 

18 Tuna 

 

Dimensions 

Height:10 3/8" 
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Width:5" 

Depth:11" 

Capacity: Up to 18 per unit or 54 per 4 pack depending on can size 

Cupboard Organizer 4 Pack $11.96  

 The Pantry Organizer enables you to efficiently store and 

rotate your canned goods. This system makes it easy to move your food storage without the hassle of disassembly. 

Achieve a clean and organized look for your cupboards and pantry. 

The Pantry Organizer is able to hold cans of multiple sizes:  

13 Pie filling 

16 Vegetable  

18 Soup 

39 Tuna 

 

Dimensions 

Height:10 3/8" 

Width: 5" 

Depth: 22.5" 

Capacity: Up to 39 per unit or 156 per 4 pack depending on can size.  

Pantry Organizer  Pack of 4 $15.96 
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 The Shelf Organizer enables you to efficiently store and rotate 

your canned goods. This system makes it easy to move your food storage without the hassle of disassembly. Achieve a 

clean and organized look for your cupboards and pantry. 

The Shelf Organizer is able to hold cans of multiple sizes:  

9 Pie filling 

11 Vegetable  

12 Soup 

24 Tuna 

 

Dimensions 

Height:10 3/8" 

Width:5" 

Depth:16" 

Capacity: Up to 24 per unit or 96 per 4 pack depending on can size 

Shelf Organizer 4 Pack $13.96 

Plus if you order 5 packs (any size so you can mix and match) you get a 10% discount!  This saves quite a bit on 

shipping costs.  So check them and get a few for yourself and then as gifts to other Prepper friends. 

Or you can purchase a more expensive metal or plastic one.  The cheapest I have found them are: 

 White Gravity fed can organizer stores cans of assorted sizes, then uses gravity to 

dispense them automatically. White ocated steel wire is attractive and durable. Easy to assemble. Holds up to 60 tuna cans, 

15-16 soup cans, or 12 vegetable cans. 
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Size: 10 1/2"tall x 14"wide x 10"deep   

1 for $ 14.99 

Available from:  http://www.hangercity.com/canrack.html; http://www.thefind.com/furniture/info-3-tier-organizer; 

http://www.containerstore.com/shop?showDS=true&Nmpt=&Ntt=can+racks&submit.x=7&submit.y=13&submit=search 

 

Or a Stainless Steel model 

3-Tier Can Rack. This canned food organizer features 3 tiers that allow you to store more without 

stacking, plus you can see what you have in stock at a glance. Simply load the 3-Tier Can Rack from the back, and when you 

remove a can from the front, the ones behind will roll forward. Use the 3-Tier Can Rack on a pantry shelf or counter. Made 

of steel with a gleaming chrome finish, this canned food organizer holds up to 36 standard-size cans. 

1 for $34.99  

Available from:  http://www.improvementscatalog.com/home/diy/pantry-can-roll-rack 

And Plastic 

 

 

 

Pantry Plus 
Holds 60 cans 

Pantry 
Holds 40 cans 

Cupboard 
Holds 20 cans 

These assemble easily and are expandable;  having a good rotation of our canned items means not having to throw any way 

or hurry up and use them. 

 

The Can Tracker has two can rotation levels. When the top row has finished rotating, the middle track will begin to rotate 

through. 

 

Dimensions: 

Height: 12” 

Width: 16” 

Depth: 16” 

 

Features: 

• Fits on existing shelves! 

• Stores up to 54 soup size cans! 
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• Every system is expandable to fit additional tracks. 

• Every Can Tracker includes 3 short dowels and 12 long dowels 

• it does not fits the soda cans currently only the Tracker Mini fits soda cans. 

  

1 Can Tracker Single Pack for $34.99 

1 Can Tracker for 2-Pack for (29.99 each)  $59.98  

1 Can Tracker 4-Pack for (27.99 each) $111.96 

1 Can Tracker 6-Pack for (24.99 each) $149.94 

 

Available from:  http://www.fifostorage.com/shop/-c-33.html; http://www.shelfreliance.com/food-rotation-systems 

Now if you are like me and have many other things to spend your greenbacks on, then the cheaper the better 

is the way to go.  After all we frugal Preppers don’t care what is what as long as our food storage and pantry is 

organized!  So there you have it, TheCanOrganizer.com gives you the ability to organize your canned goods 

and give a great functional gift to a friend – all at a very cheap price!   

 

Prep On  ;Prep On  ;Prep On  ;Prep On  ;----}}}}    
 

TNT 


